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Backlist Publications
CIIR Books
INDEPENDENT WOMEN
The story of women’s activism in East Timor
By Irena Cristalis and Catherine Scott
This book tells the story of how East Timorese women activists mobilised against a
patriarchal society and claimed their right to participate in their new independent
and democratic nation.
Drawing on personal research and extensive interviews with women activists in
East Timor, the authors explore the history and contribution of the East Timorese
women’s movement during and after the Indonesian occupation. They examine the growing influence of
the women’s movement as the country moved into independence, and analyse the key challenges facing
East Timorese women in their ongoing quest for rights and greater political participation.
The book includes comparative chapters by expert guest authors on the lessons to be drawn from
women’s experiences in Cambodia, Mozambique and Namibia – countries which have also experienced
the transition from an extended period of conflict to eventual independence.
£11.95
November 2005 ISBN 1 85287 317 5
198 pp 215x135mm

SOMALIA - THE UNTOLD STORY
The war through the eyes of Somali women
Edited by Judith Gardner & Judy El Bushra
Somalia came to the world’s attention in 1992 when television and newspapers
began to report on the terrifyingly violent war and the famine that resulted. Half a
million Somalis died that year, and over a million fled the country. Cameras followed
US troops as they landed on the beaches at Mogadishu to lead what became an illfated UN intervention to end hunger and restore peace.
In this book, women from Somalia write and talk about the war, their experiences
and the unacceptable choices they often faced. They explain clearly, in their own
words, the changes – and sometimes the opportunities – that war brought, and how
they coped with them.
Key themes include the slaughter and loss of men, who were the prime target for killings; rape and sexual
violence as a weapon of war; changing roles in the family; women mobilising for peace; and women and
leadership. Carefully selected case studies show that experiences of war have been remarkably similar
for different cultural groups in different regions of Somalia.
This book is not only an important record of women’s experience of conflict, but also highlights the impact
of war on gender relations, and women’s growing participation in the political arena.
£15.99
Co-published with Pluto Press
2004 ISBN 0 7453 2208 5
257pp 225x135mm

PROPERTY FOR PEOPLE, NOT FOR PROFIT
Alternatives to the global tyranny of capital
By Ulrich Duchrow & Franz J Hinkelammert
The global economic system currently being imposed on the world is geared to
maximising profit regardless of the human impact. In this powerful and thoughtprovoking book, the authors – one a theologian and the other an economist – argue
that the issue of private property lies at the heart of globalisation and free market
economics.
In a wide-ranging and fascinating analysis, Duchrow and Hinkelammert trace the
history of private property from its earliest beginnings to its nemesis in neoliberalism
and globalisation. Combining a theological, philosophical and political perspective,
they argue that the only hope of overcoming the destructiveness of our current way
of living is to reshape our notions of private property. They conclude by looking ahead
to the potential for social and ecumenical movements to campaign for alternatives. Described by the
campaigner and author Susan George as ‘penetrating and crucial’, this pioneering book promotes a wider
vision for globalisation that includes people’s real lives and a concern for the common good.
£14.95
Co-published with Zed Books
2004 ISBN 1 84277 479 4
244pp 215x136mm

LETTERS FROM NICARAGUA
By John Medcalf
John Medcalf’s letters are a vivid portrait of life in rural Nicaragua during the civil
conflict in the 1980s. He conveys to the reader the warmth and generosity of the
people and their stoicism in the face of repeated attacks by the ‘contras’ supported
by the US. He also shares with great openness his own response as a priest as he
works alongside his parishioners to tend to the wounded after a raid, bury the dead
and comfort the bereaved. He also celebrates Christmas, starts a library in the
parish and encourages music-playing during Mass.
This new edition includes the original foreword by Graham Greene, as well as an
additional introduction by Tim McConville, a long-time friend of the writer, an outline
of events in Nicaragua and a short biography of Father Medcalf.
£3.00
2002 ISBN 1 85287 255 1
57pp A5

REGAINING THE LAND
Lessons from farmers’ experience with sustainable agriculture in the
Philippines
Edited by Julian Oram
Rice cultivation in Asia has become increasingly dependent on a narrow range of
hybrid seeds, to which farmers must apply ever greater quantities of chemical
fertilisers and pesticides. As a result there is severe land degradation and many
small farmers are alienated from the land. This book documents the efforts of
resource-poor farmers in the Philippines to regain control over the land by
converting to organic agriculture.
Julian Oram examines case study evidence from Negros and Mindanao, where rice farmers have sought
to break from the treadmill of chemical dependency by adopting the MASIPAG programme of organic rice
farming. It offers vital clues as to the factors that can help or hinder small farmers seeking to implement
sustainable agriculture.
£5.95
2002 ISBN 1 85287 252 7
111pp 210x147mm

THE REPUBLIC OF YEMEN
st
Development challenges in the 21 century
By Marta Colburn
In the 20th century Yemen was the first Arab state to gain its independence. It has
the only permanent elected parliament in the Arab world. Its press is among the
freest in the region. Yemeni women were the first women in the Arabian Peninsula
to have the right to vote.
This political progress is in stark contrast to the marginal existence still facing
millions of Yemenis. Isolated by the international community for refusing to oppose
Iraq during the Gulf War, Yemen continues to suffer the impact of this decision.
Today more than 70 per cent of Yemenis are still without adequate health services
and fewer than half of rural households have access to potable drinking water. This
book traces Yemen’s development from ancient times to the present and analyses the social, economic
and environmental challenges facing the country.
£9.95
2002 ISBN 1 85287 249 7
83pp 240x170mm

WOMEN MAKING A DIFFERENCE
By Marigold Best and Pamela Hussey
This book offers good news, for a change, about what is happening in society. It
celebrates the achievements of women who are working to overcome poverty, to
achieve dignity and a feeling of self-worth, to fulfil their potential and become
empowered to help change the lives of those around them.
‘This is an inspiring book to read: how could it not be? Marigold and Pamela have
found women…who are making a difference at every level of our national life…The
book is not all earnest endeavour. There is elegance, if not exactly fragrance, there
is fashion and there is humour.’ From the foreword by Rowena Loverance.
£8.99
Co-published with SPCK
2001 ISBN 0 28105 385 5
168pp A5

EDUCATION FOR THE FUTURE
Environment and sustainable development in Peru
Edited by Lucien O Chauvin
Available in Spanish and English
Peru faces grave environmental challenges as a result of rapid urbanisation, poor
waste management and over-exploitation of resources. In 1997 CIIR began
supporting a major project in Peru which, in keeping with the principles of Local
Agenda 21, aimed to strengthen the role of communities in managing and
protecting their own environment.
The project involved support for five local non-governmental organisations with
initiatives ranging from a weekly publication to the development of a ‘green’
curriculum for teachers, and an integrated waste-disposal system for a community on Lima’s principal
water source, the Rimac River. These case studies offer valuable lessons on the role that communities
everywhere can play in improving the quality of life for future generations.
£5.95
2000 ISBN 1 85287 231 4 (English) ISBN 1 85287 238 1 (Spanish)
116pp 230x150mm

WE WILL NOT DANCE ON OUR GRANDPARENTS’ TOMBS
Indigenous uprising in Ecuador
By Kintto Lucas
Translated by Dinah Livingstone
In January 2000 Ecuador’s indigenous people walked into the capital Quito where
they demanded – and got – the resignation of the discredited president Jamil
Mahuad. This was the latest in a history of levantamientos indígenas (Indigenous
uprisings) going back to the early 1990s when resistance to celebrations of the
500th anniversary of Columbus’ ‘discovery’ of the Americas had found voice in the
slogan ‘We will not dance on our grandparents’ tombs’.
This book brings together news articles covering the levantamientos in 1999 and
2000 with background information and interviews with indigenous leaders to provide
a unique insight into one the most dynamic and influential civil movements in Latin America.
£8.95
2000 ISBN 1 85287 236 5
120pp 170x228mm

IT ALL ADDS UP
Experiences in project fundraising in Central America
By Clare Creo, Sarah Smith Pearse and Judith Turbyne
Grassroots organisations in Central America have developed many creative ways of
raising funds locally. These case studies from El Salvador, Nicaragua and
Honduras will be of interest to any small organisations seeking to increase their
financial independence.
£2.00
1999 ISBN 1 85287 219 5
44pp A5

THE LABOUR TRADE
Filipino migrant workers around the world
The Philippines today is a leading Asian exporter of nurses, seamen and doctors,
and its economy depends on the foreign exchange earnings they send home.
This book explains how Filipinos become migrant workers and reveals the
exploitation to which they are exposed. It surveys the situation of Filipino migrants
in the Middle East, Europe, North America and the Asia-Pacific region, and
assesses the economic effects of the migrant labour system. It also tells of the
hardships migrants face and the effects on the families they leave behind.
£2.50
1997 ISBN 0 946848 22 X
137pp 211x146mm

CHALLENGES TO THE UNITED NATIONS
Building a safer world
Edited by Erskine Childers
A provocative study of the United Nations, which identifies the underlying causes of
the global problems of the 1990s. International contributors, including Nassau
Adams, Amir Jamal, Angela Penrose and Katrina Tomasevski, make innovative
proposals for UN reform.
£4.50
1994 ISBN 1 85287 128 8
224pp 213x136mm

SANTO DOMINGO AND AFTER
The challenges for the Latin American Church
By Gustavo Gutierrez, Francis McDonagh, Candido Padin OSB and Jon Sobrino SJ
The fourth General Conference of Latin American Bishops was a moment of selfdefinition for the Latin American Church.
Coinciding with the 500th anniversary of the arrival of Christianity in the Americas,
the conference attempted to evaluate the Church’s past and map a strategy for the
future. Despite a fierce challenge from a conservative minority supported by the
Vatican, the bishops reaffirmed the ‘preferential option for the poor’ and pledged the
Church to work for the promotion of women and develop a new relationship with
indigenous and African-American culture.
£3.50
1993 ISBN 1 85287 120 2
68pp 214x136mm

SANTO DOMINGO CONCLUSIONS
Fourth General Conference of Latin American Bishops, October 12-28, 1992
New evangelisation, human development, Christian culture.
Santo Domingo Conclusions contain the conclusions of the conference and other
key documents, including messages from Pope John Paul II to the indigenous
people and to African-Americans. The tension and manipulation surrounding the
conference are described in Santo Domingo and After by an eyewitness, two
leading Latin American theologians and a bishop excluded from the conference by
the Vatican.
£4.50
1993 ISBN 1 85287 121 0
192pp 227x152mm

OUT OF STEP
War resistance in South Africa
This book is based on material researched, written and collected by many former
End Conscription Campaign activists.
From the age of 18, every white South African male is called up for military service:
the penalty for refusing is six years in jail. OUT OF STEP tells the story of the End
Conscription Campaign (ECC) and the young men who, in growing numbers, are
refusing to be conscripted. As South African military power and aggression grew in
the 1970s, some young soldiers began to realise they were defending apartheid
injustice. When resistance erupted in South Africa’s black townships in 1984,
conscripts found themselves face to face with fellow South Africans. Now it was civil
war. The ECC and its young supporters brought a special brand of creative
campaigning to the broad anti-apartheid struggle while walking a legal tightrope.
The ranks of conscientious objectors swelled; so did popular support for the ECC.
The ECC was banned in 1988; by then, war resistance had come to stay.
£4.50
1989 ISBN 1 85287 053 2
141pp 271x210mm

SOCIAL CONCERN
A simplified version of the encyclical Sollicitudo Rei Socialis of Pope John
Paul II
By Mildred Nevile and John Harriott
What is genuine development for the world and individuals? This question is at the
heart of Social Concern, written by John Paul II to commemorate the 20th
anniversary of Paul VI’s encyclical On the Development of Peoples.
The Pope’s reflection faces the failure of earlier hopes for world development. The
rich nations have grown richer and the poor poorer. Debt, homelessness and
unemployment keep most of the world’s people in sub-human conditions. At the
same time the abundance enjoyed by a minority also prevents them from being truly
human. The Pope reflects on the arms race, the environment, ‘structures of sin’ and the nature of
liberation, and calls for a response of human solidarity and a preferential love for the poor.
Pope John Paul’s appeal comes across strongly in this simplified version by Mildred Nevile and John
Harriott.
£1.50
1989 ISBN 1 85287 023 0
60pp 183x122mm

CRIES OF FREEDOM
Women in detention in South Africa
South African women have been a vital force in the mass struggle against
apartheid, bringing renewed vigour to the tradition of resistance which
flourished in the 1950s and has survived decades of repression.
This book looks at women’s struggle, resistance and fight against apartheid. It
is a slightly edited and updated version of the book which first appeared under
the title A woman’s place is in the struggle, not behind bars. It was produced in
South Africa by the human rights groups DPSC and Descom (Detainees’
Parents Support Committee and the Detainee Support Committee) in February 1988.
£1.50
1988 ISBN 1 85287 030 3
49pp 210x195mm

NO LIFE OF MY OWN
An autobiography
By Frank Chikane
This book gives a unique inside view of the struggle against apartheid in South
Africa from the point of view of a key community leader. It takes the story from the
most basic level, when the young Chikane is beaten for not calling young white
policemen ‘baas’, to his trial for treason. It also combines personal and political –
Frank’s letters from prison and Kagiso Chikane’s account of the cost to the family of
their shared commitment stand alongside eloquent presentations of the antiapartheid case.
No Life of My Own also traces the struggle of black Christians to resist racism in the
churches and produce a spirituality and theology to support the liberation struggle, a
process reflected in Frank Chikane’s rise to the leadership of the South African Council of Churches.
£7.95
1988 ISBN 1 85287 027 3
177pp 210x149mm

TOUCHING GROUND, TAKING ROOT
Theological and political reflections on the Philippine struggle
By Ed de la Torre
‘How should Christians live in a situation of injustice and oppression?’
Touching Ground, Taking Root is Ed de la Torre’s attempt to answer that question.
It traces his growing conviction, born out of his work as a priest in the Philippines in
the last years of the Marcos dictatorship, that Christians can and should be fully
involved in the popular movements pressing for fundamental economic and political
change.
The strength of this book is that it does justice to the richness both of Christianity and of the revolutionary
ideologies which influence the radical movement in the Philippines. Ed de la Torre’s combination of both
these strands in his own life enables him to give a unique insight into the relationship of church and
society in the post-Marcos Philippines.
£5.75
1986 ISBN 0 94684 859 9
214pp 210x146mm

CIIR Comments
WEST PAPUA
The struggle for peace with justice
By Neles Tebay
Since Indonesia assumed control of the territory of West Papua in 1963, indigenous
Papuans have been denied a genuine opportunity for self-determination and have
suffered the ongoing neglect of their socio-economic, cultural and human rights.
In this Comment, Neles Tebay, a Papuan priest and journalist, argues that Papuans
and now facing a real threat to their survival. He outlines the past and present
injustices suffered by indigenous Papuans, and describes the peace-building work
that offers the only real hope for the Papuan people that they will not forever have
to live as outsiders in their own land.
£2.00
May 2005 ISBN 1 85287 316 7
32pp A5

A CULTURE OF PEACE
Women, faith and reconciliation
By Marigold Best and Pamela Hussey
Building a culture of peace is perhaps the biggest, the most complicated and the
most important issue in the world today.
In this Comment, Marigold Best and Pamela Hussey put forward the voices and
perspectives of women from around the world who are making powerful and
innovative contributions to peace building. Together they provide compelling
evidence that the full participation of women, enjoying equal rights with men, offers
a real possibility of peace, reconciliation, and development.
£2.00
January 2005 ISBN 1 85287 313 2
28pp A5

PEOPLE AND THE ENVIRONMENT ON THE EDGE
Environmental vulnerability in Latin America and the Caribbean
By J Timmons Roberts and Bradley C Parks
Five hundred years of exploitation have severely damaged the environment in Latin
America and the Caribbean. Today, it is poor people who continue to suffer most
from the consequences of this environmental damage and degradation.
In this Comment, J Timmons Roberts and Bradley C Parks examine the causes and
consequences of such problems as deforestation, water contamination, and soil
erosion. They argue that neoliberal structures of aid, trade, debt and investment are
the underlying root causes of the region’s ‘environmental vulnerability’ – whereby
poor people are most vulnerable to the adverse consequences of the stresses that
the modern world is placing on the environment.
£2.00
2004 ISBN 1 85287 309 4
24pp A5

WHATEVER HAPPENED TO THE POST-APARTHEID MOMENT?
Past hopes and possible futures for southern Africa
By Peter Vale
When apartheid ended in the early 1990s, a wave of optimism swept over southern
Africa. A decade on, Peter Vale, Nelson Mandela professor of politics at Rhodes
University in South Africa, examines the dynamics that continue to shape the region
– and looks ahead to where southern Africa might go from here. In doing so, he
presents a challenge for the region and for those who care for its people – ‘to claim
a new future by looking beyond what is currently thought possible’.
£2.00
2004 ISBN 1 85287 306 X
36pp A5

INHERITING THE EARTH
Land reform in southern Africa
By Lloyd M Sachikonye
Land reform in southern Africa has so far failed to address the deeply rooted social,
economic and political inequalities that persist over the ownership of and access to
the land. As demands for the land continue to grow, the need to resolve the ‘land
question’ is becoming ever more urgent.
In this Comment, Lloyd Sachikonye, a specialist in agrarian and labour studies from
Zimbabwe, examines post-independence approaches to land reform and their
impact on the people of southern Africa. He argues that the capacity of the land to
give life to the people of the region can best be harnessed by incorporating land
reform within national development strategies that strive for poverty reduction and
social justice.
£2.00
2004 ISBN 1 85287 307 8
32pp A5

TAMAR’S CRY
Re-reading an ancient text in the midst of an HIV/AIDS pandemic
By Denise Ackermann
With about 70 per cent of all the people who are infected with HIV currently living in
sub-Saharan Africa, it is vital to listen to the voices of those in the region. Denise
Ackermann is one of those voices: she has written a powerful and thoughtprovoking paper focusing on the Christian response to the pandemic in which she
argues that HIV/AIDS is a gendered pandemic exacerbated by poverty that requires
a theological response.
After a brief comment on the HIV/AIDS pandemic in South Africa, Ackermann
focuses on the biblical story of Tamar’s rape in Samuel, using an approach that is
meditative, literary and canonical with comments on the gendered nature of the pandemic. The remainder
of her paper is devoted to theological reflections in the search for ‘clues of resistance and hope’. Her
original audience was South African, but her words are of relevance to us all.
£2.50
2002 ISBN 1 85287 253 5
48pp A5

POVERTY, HIV AND AIDS
The challenge to the churches in the new millennium
By Christo Greyling
South Africa holds the largest number of people currently living with HIV and AIDS,
with an estimated five million people infected, or nearly 20.1 per cent of the
population. Greyling confronts the reader with the reality of HIV and AIDS in the
South African context and explores the vicious relationship between poverty and
HIV and AIDS.
He focuses on the challenge that HIV and AIDS poses to the churches – a
challenge to change perceptions that may be judgemental of people infected and
affected, but also an opportunity for the churches to play a role. He concludes by
describing practical actions that can be taken. His original audience was South
African, but his words are of relevance to us all.
£2.50
2002 ISBN 1 85287 254 3
33pp A5

A CULTURE OF LIFE
Women's theology and social liberations
By Tina Beattie
Feminist theology emerged in the 1960s and 1970s inspired by the women’s
movement and by the new spirit of openness in the Catholic church after the
Second Vatican Council.
This Comment examines the development of feminist theology, looking both at
universal arguments on the social status and role of women, and at perspectives
arising from specific cultural, religious, economic and racial contexts. It presents the
debates among opponents of feminism and within feminist theology, and identifies
the challenges to feminist theology at the beginning of the new century.
£2.50
2000 ISBN 1 85287 233 0
36pp A5

HIV/AIDS IN SOUTHERN AFRICA
The threat to development
By Helen Jackson, Russell Kerkhoven, Diane Lindsey, Gladys Mutangadura,
Fungayi Nhara
Southern Africa is thought to have two-thirds of the world’s 30.6 million people living
with HIV. More than seven per cent of people aged 15-49 in the region are HIV
positive, and 7.8 million children under the age of 15 in sub-Saharan Africa have
been orphaned as a result of AIDS. The authors argue that HIV/AIDS needs to be
tackled as a development issue, not just as a health concern.
This Comment explores the scale of the epidemic, factors promoting it and the
impact on development in the region. Includes an annotated bibliography.
£2.50
1999 ISBN 1 85287 218 7
64pp A5

CONTAGION AND CURE
Tackling the crisis in global finance
By David Woodward
The financial crises of the late 1990s exposed deep flaws in the global financial
system and in developed countries’ policies towards international finance and
development.
This Comment explains how the International Monetary Fund and the World Bank
helped create the conditions for financial crises. It argues that a solution to the
problem is possible, and proposes mechanisms to prevent similar crises in future.
£2.50
1999 ISBN 1 85287 226 8
44pp A5

LIBERATION THEOLOGY
Coming of age?
By Ian Linden
When liberation theology emerged in the turbulent 1960s it quickly established a
radical concept of development, insisting on the need to change an unjust world. It
mobilised countless thousands of poor people, re-shaping their social, moral and
political awareness.
But liberation theology, associated with Marxism, also gathered enemies in the
Vatican and national governments. Its practitioners were repressed – some met
with violent death. Its enemies hoped that the 1989 ending of the Cold War would
sound the death-knell for liberation theology.
This Comment examines the evolution of liberation theology and its role today. What value, if any, does it
still possess? And what function does it have in work for justice and development?
£2.00
1997, 1998, 2000 ISBN 1 85287 186 5
54pp A5

SOUTHERN CHINA
Migrant workers and economic transformation
By Angie Knox
A concise overview of China’s shift from a planned economy to a market economy.
Focusing on the southern coast, it questions the social costs of rapid growth and
the scramble to attract foreign investment.
£2.00
1997 ISBN 1 85287 193 8
48pp 197x128mm

SOUTH AFRICA
Breaking new ground
Describes the knife-edge negotiations, secret deals and political violence that went
on in the run-up to South Africa’s first multiracial elections in 1994, and which will
shape the country for years to come.
£2.00
1996 ISBN 1 85287 165 2
36pp A5

MEXICO
Free market failure
Assesses the aftermath of Mexico’s 1994/95 financial crisis and examines the
growing inequalities and poverty enshrined in the North American Free Trade
Agreement and by government policies. It charts the challenges to the political
system by the Zapatista movement and civic action groups.
£2.00
1996 ISBN 1 85287 141 5
32pp 197x128mm

CONTINENTAL SHIFT
Europe’s policies towards the South
Examines the European Union’s commitment to policy coherence. It looks at the
impact on North-South relations of the Common Agricultural Policy, the General
Agreement on Tariffs and Trade, trends in official development assistance and the
conditionality of aid.
If the European Union is to live up to its founding vision – that in economic and
political cooperation can be found an end to war and poverty – it must fulfil its global
responsibilities and make real its promise of coherence.
£2.00
1996 ISBN 1 85287 150 4
40pp 197x128mm

SUGAR
Europe’s bittersweet policies
This Comment challenges the European Union to alleviate the human suffering in
developing countries caused by its sugar policies.
£2.00
1994 ISBN 1 85287 124 5
32pp A5

EL SALVADOR
Wager for peace
Holding out the possibility of peace and democracy in El Salvador after 12 years of
repression and civil war, the signing of United Nations-sponsored peace accords in
January 1992 was greeted with widespread joy, hope and expectation.
Tracing the socioeconomic roots of the conflict, this Comment looks at the
emergence of pressures for peace in the late 1980s and examines the nature and
implementation of the peace accords. With sections on the Church, the popular
movement, the economy and international relations, it provides a sharp analysis of
the challenges of reconciliation and reconstruction.
£2.00
1993 ISBN 1 85287 112 1
32pp 197x128mm

COCA, COCAINE
And the war on drugs
This Comment explores the realities of the cocaine trade, examines the failures and
dangers of the increasing militarised ‘war on drugs’ and discusses alternative
strategies.
£2.00
1993 ISBN 1 85287 111 3
32pp 197x128mm

THE PHILIPPINES
Politics and military power
In 1986 a military plot turned into a popular uprising against US-backed dictator
Ferdinand Marcos. Many Filipinos hoped that the ‘people-power’ revolution would
lead to radical change.
This Comment assesses the powerful role of the Armed Forces of the Philippines
(AFP). It examines the influence of the United States on the AFP’s development,
traces the vast expansion of their size and power under Marcos, and considers the
likely impact of the removal of US bases.
£2.00
1992 ISBN 1 85287 091 5
28pp 197x128mm

ANGOLA
The possible peace
The Estoril Accord of May 1991 between the Angolan government and UNITA
signalled the onset of peace in Angola, a country torn by war for almost 30 years.
What kind of future does Angola now face? Can economic, social and political
reconstruction be achieved after a long, devastating war?
This Comment addresses these questions. It examines the internal causes of the
conflict and outside intervention, outlining the troubled path of negotiations. Finally,
it assesses the prospects for a lasting peace with justice.
£2.00
1991 ISBN 1 85287 072 9
27pp 197x128mm

CIIR briefings and reports
HAITI 2004
A nation in crisis
By Annie Street
CIIR Briefing
The year 2004 – the 200th anniversary of the founding of independent Haiti –
should have been a year of celebration for this troubled nation. Instead, unable to
break free from the legacy of its difficult and violent past, Haiti is once again in the
grip of a deep political, economic and social crisis.
In the face of widespread poverty, failed government and an under-performing
economy, CIIR is concerned about the ability of the vast mass of Haitian people
to simply survive in the country today. This CIIR briefing examines the
background to that situation, outlines the grave humanitarian crisis facing the
Haitian population, and makes recommendations for international action to assist
Haiti to build a better future for its people.
£5.00
2004 ISBN 1 85287 308 6
24pp A4

NEEDED BUT UNWANTED
Haitian immigrants and their descendants in the Dominican Republic
By Bridget Wooding and Richard Moseley-Williams
CIIR Briefing
Over the last century, many thousands of Haitians have settled in the Dominican
Republic – yet still today they face systematic discrimination by the Dominican
state and society.
This CIIR Briefing examines the origins and changing nature of Haitian
immigration, and describes the efforts being made to establish and protect the
rights of Haitians and Haitian–Dominicans in the Dominican Republic. It is a
fascinating story, superbly told by authors who have worked in the field of social
development, migration and human rights in the Dominican Republic for many years.
£5.00
2004 ISBN 1 85287 303 5
96pp A5

FUTURES FOR SOUTHERN AFRICA
Report of a symposium held in Windhoek, Namibia, September 2003
By Steve Kibble
CIIR Report
The end of apartheid appeared to promise peace and prosperity for the future of
southern Africa – yet 10 years on, the region faces growing problems and
challenges, from the HIV and AIDS pandemic to the political, social and economic
crisis in Zimbabwe.
In September 2003, a symposium was held in Windhoek, Namibia, to consider
the issues facing the region, and to think about possible futures. The symposium
brought together speakers and participants with a range of expertise and
perspectives on the region – and a common passion for its future. This report provides an overview of
their thinking about southern Africa, and their ideas for the way forward for this still troubled region.
£5.00
2004 ISBN 1 85287 304 3
19pp A4

CHALLENGING WOMEN’S POVERTY
Perspectives on gender and poverty reduction strategies from Nicaragua and Honduras
By Sarah Bradshaw and Brian Linneker
CIIR Briefing - Available in Spanish and English
The World Bank and the International Monetary Fund now require poor countries
seeking debt relief to outline their plans for reducing poverty in Poverty Reduction
Strategy Papers (PRSPs).
This CIIR Briefing examines the extent to which women and gender issues are
included in these poverty reduction strategies. Combining an incisive review of the
PRSP policy context and of women’s experiences of poverty with detailed
analysis of the PRSP process in Nicaragua and Honduras, the authors critically
examine the ability of PRSPs to recognise women’s needs and challenge
women’s poverty. Their findings and conclusions will be essential reading for
anyone involved in PRSP processes or interested in poverty and gender issues in
Latin America and beyond.
£5.00
2004 ISBN 1 85287 302 7 (English)
31pp A4
2003 ISBN 1 85287 305 1 (Spanish)
36pp A4

TOWARDS NEW REALITIES
Farm workers and farmers in Namibia
CIIR Report
This report of a conference held at Farm Krumhuk, Windhoek District, in April
2002 examines the economic and social problems of farm workers in Namibia
and Zimbabwe, and considers possible solutions. It gives valuable information
about efforts to improve living conditions for farm workers in both countries and
documents the start of an important process of cooperation between government
agencies, farm owners and farm workers in Namibia.
£4.95
2002 ISBN 1 85287 251 9
20pp A4

STORM WARNINGS
Hurricanes Georges and Mitch and the lessons for development
By Martin Mowforth
CIIR Briefing
Hurricane George disrupted the lives of millions of people in the Caribbean in
September 1998. A month later, Hurricane Mitch wrought even worse destruction
in Central America, killing thousands of people. Their ravages were compounded
by negligence, unsustainable agricultural practices and neoliberal economic
policies that have made the poor more vulnerable to the effects of natural
disaster.
This study looks at the human responses to the hurricanes and uses local case
studies to draw out lessons for advocacy, relief work and development project
planning.
£4.95
2001 ISBN 1 85287 232 2
56pp A4

MEN AREN’T FROM MARS
Unlearning machismo in Nicaragua
By Patrick Welsh
English edition out of print, only available in Spanish: Los Hombres No Son De
Marte: Desaprendiendo el machismo en Nicaragua
This publication documents a pioneering effort in Nicaragua by the Managuabased Centre for Communication and Popular Education (CANTERA) to
encourage men to examine and change their behaviour.
It provides an in-depth account of the training courses on masculinity developed
by the centre, and the changes in men’s attitudes, values and behaviour that
followed. The author, a leading figure in the development of the methodology,
insists that ‘men’s concern with gender issues and their willingness to reflect and
change represents a new era in the struggle for gender equity’.
£4.95
2001 ISBN 1 85287 248 9
64pp A4

FAMILIES IN THE WAR ON DRUGS
By Tom Blickman
CIIR Briefing
Efforts to suppress the production of drugs-linked crops in Bolivia’s Chapare
region have taken two forms: violence and aerial fumigation to destroy drugs
crops, and the promotion of alternative means of livelihood for impoverished
peasant farmers.
This summary presents the key findings of a groundbreaking study of the impact
of both methods on the incomes and social relationships of peasant families, and
asks how they view the war on drugs and alternative development.
Back-to-back English and Spanish
£3.00
2000 ISBN 1 85287 234 9
16pp A4

EAST TIMOR: FROM BULLET TO BALLOT
Compiled by Catherine Scott
CIIR Report
This report details conditions in East Timor around the time of the UN-supervised
referendum in August 1999, when a massive majority of the population voted to
end 24 years of Indonesian occupation. CIIR, which has supported the East
Timorese struggle for self-determination since the Indonesian invasion in 1975,
sent two teams to monitor the voter registration process, the campaign and voting
day.
The observers concluded that the vote itself was free and fair, but they recorded
widespread intimidation of the electorate by pro-Indonesian militias in collusion
with the Indonesian armed forces. Their report highlights the flaws in the UN
mission’s mandate which made it powerless to prevent the violence. Appendices
contain photographs and news articles.
£4.00
2000 ISBN1 85287 230 6
44pp A4

BURMA’S EXCLUDED MAJORITY
Women, dictatorship and the democracy movement
By Teresa O’Shannassy
CIIR Briefing
Although excluded from power and denied the chance to represent themselves
under the present military regime, women have played an important part in
Burma’s politics ever since the struggle for independence.
This Briefing examines women’s role in Burmese social and political life, and
suggests how governments and international civil society can support the efforts
of Burmese women working to bring peace and democracy to their country.
£4.00
2000 ISBN 1 85287 224 1
48pp A4

DEMOCRATISING DEVELOPMENT
Civil society advocacy in South East Asia
By Rolando Modina
CIIR Report
Civil society organisations play a key role in campaigning for the rights of the poor
and disadvantaged, but they often find it difficult to influence national and
international policies that have immense impact on the poor. In September 1999
50 South East Asian non-governmental organisations met in Manila to discuss
their experience of advocacy, and ways of strengthening their capacity to
influence national, regional and international decision-making.
This report contains the preliminary papers and proceedings from that
consultation which was facilitated by CIIR. Countries represented are Burma,
Cambodia, Indonesia, Malaysia, the Philippines, Thailand and Vietnam.
£4.95
2000 ISBN 1 85287 229 2
48pp A4

LAND, POWER AND POVERTY
Farm workers and the crisis in Zimbabwe
Steve Kibble and Paul Vanlerberghe
CIIR Briefing
The predicament of white farm owners in Zimbabwe has received substantial
publicity. In reality, black farm workers have been among the hardest hit by the
recent crisis. In 2000, some 30,000 of them were displaced in illegal land
occupations by the so-called ‘war veteran’ groups.
This briefing explains the farm workers’ plight in the context of the unfolding
political and economic crisis. It traces the roots of their predicament to the way in
which land policies and the commercial farming sector have developed from
colonial times to the present. The authors argue that Zimbabwe desperately
needs land reform, but that it must be a transparent process in which the poor, including farm workers,
play an active role.
£4.95
2000 ISBN 1 85287 240 3
52pp A4

THINKING STRATEGICALLY ABOUT POLITICS AND POVERTY
By Mick Moore and James Putzel
CIIR Discussion
What are the prospects that governments and political systems in developing
countries will be pro-poor?
This groundbreaking paper, a synthesis of the findings of a major research project
commissioned by the UK Department for International Development, offers
guidelines for thinking about the links between politics, government and povertyreduction in specific country cases. The authors argue that sound political
analysis is an essential starting point for developing effective poverty-reduction
strategies.
£2.50
2000 ISBN 1 85287 237 3
24pp A4

UK COMPANIES OPERATING IN INDONESIA
Responses to ethical trade issues
By Maggie Burns and Celia Mather
CIIR Report
Available in English and Indonesian
Many British companies sourcing goods from Indonesia have ethical codes
designed to guard against unfair or illegal practices in the workplace. But to what
extent are these policies being implemented?
This report, based on first-hand research in Indonesia in 1997 and 1998, reveals
that, contrary to the impressions held by some companies, core international
labour standards are being flouted and national legislation ignored. Sexual
harassment, inadequate health and safety provision, long working hours, and failure to pay the legal
minimum wage are common complaints.
The authors recommend steps that governments and companies should take to ensure that ethical
policies have a real impact on the factory floor.
£4.50
1999 ISBN 1 85287 216 0 (English)
39pp A4
2000 ISBN 1 85287 235 7 (Indonesian)
46pp A4

HUMAN RIGHTS IN SOMALILAND: AWARENESS AND ACTION
Report of a workshop held in Hargeisa, Somaliland
Organised by CIIR/ICD and Amnesty International
CIIR Report
This report describes a workshop where, for the first time, civil society activists,
journalists, government representatives and lawyers met to define the key human
rights issues in Somaliland. They explored children’s rights, human rights
awareness, the rights of women and minorities, justice and prison conditions.
The report will be of value to anyone with an interest in human rights promotion,
education and training, and current developments in Somaliland and Somalia
generally.
£4.95
1999 ISBN 1 85287 222 5
56pp A4

TIME TO CHANGE THE PRESCRIPTION
A policy response to the Asian financial crisis
By David Woodward
CIIR Briefing
Financial crises are nothing new. But those that swept Mexico, East Asia, Russia
and Brazil in the late 1990s differed fundamentally from the debt crises of the
previous decade.
This paper argues that the more recent crises arose largely from the way in which
international financial markets operate, and that the standard International
Monetary Fund and World Bank responses made things worse, not only for the
peoples of the crisis-affected countries, but also for developed-country
governments and their commercial interests. The author presents a proposal for
institutional reform that would address the new type of financial crisis.
£3.00
1999 ISBN 1 85287 223 3
45pp A4

FROM TRUTH TO TRANSFORMATION
The Truth and Reconciliation Commission in South Africa
By Brandon Hamber and Steve Kibble
CIIR Report
South Africa’s Truth and Reconciliation Commission was the most prominent of
all truth commissions to emerge over the past 20 years. It had a difficult job to
provide a comprehensive picture of human rights abuses in South Africa and to
promote reconciliation.
This report analyses the most common criticisms of the TRC: that its focus on
direct gross human rights violations was too narrow and that it failed to tackle the
structural human rights abuses of apartheid. The authors argue that truth
commissions do have a role in moving a country to peace and reconciliation, but
that without social and economic transformation to match the political change,
much of the TRC’s good work will be undermined.
£2.00
1999 ISBN 1 85287 217 9
30pp A4

AGENDA 2000 CAP REFORM
A policy we can all live with?
CIIR Report
Outlines the problems posed by the European Union’s Common Agricultural
Policy before the start of the Agenda 2000 reforms, drawing on discussions at a
CIIR/UK Food Group conference.
It argues that the European Commission’s ideas do not go far enough to ensure
that consumers in both North and South have access to safe, sustainably
produced food, that farmers get a fair deal and that the environment is protected.
£2.00
1998 ISBN 185287208X
12pp A4

EUROPE AND THE GUATEMALAN PEACE PROCESS
An analysis of European Union policy towards Guatemala, 1986-97
CIIR Briefing
This briefing argues that the underlying causes of Guatemala’s long civil conflict
have yet to be addressed in the spirit of the 1996 peace accords. It calls on the
European Union to play a role in strengthening implementation of the peace
accords, promoting civil society participation and honouring official EU
declarations on cooperation.
Back to back text in English and Spanish
£2.00
1998 ISBN 1 85287 206 3
24pp A4

CONFLICT AND CONSENSUS
European responses to the international drugs trade
Compiled by Ken Bluestone
CIIR Report
This Report looks critically at the impact of current drugs-control regimes on
developing countries, and examines the European Union’s role in encouraging
constructive solutions.
£2.00
1998 ISBN 1 85287 209 8
16pp A4

DILEMMAS IN DEVELOPMENT
Working with cooperative businesses in Zimbabwe
By Andy Carlton
Should a Southern development agency working with rural cooperative
businesses put its efforts into supporting a few dynamic ones to grow, or should it
be supporting the many small cooperatives trying to survive against poverty? Can
it do both?
This paper describes how an organisation of cooperatives in Zimbabwe tried to
resolve this dilemma. The author is a development worker from the UK, recruited
by CIIR, who worked with the Masvingo office of the Organisation of Collective
Cooperatives in Zimbabwe (OCCZIM) from 1994 to 1996. As Cooperative
Business Advisor, his job was to work closely with a counterpart, Everest
Kanjoma, the provincial Cooperative Development Officer. The paper is aimed at
practitioners in the South, working with small enterprises, informal sector
businesses, cooperatives, and income-generating projects.
£2.00
1998 ISBN 1 852287 201 2
16pp A4

THE PEOPLE’S PEACE
Civil society organisations and peace processes in the South
By Stephen Baranyi
CIIR Report
Wherever there is violent conflict there are ordinary people working for peace. But
how influential have people’s organisations been in silencing the guns, removing
the causes of conflict or shaping peace processes?
This report, based on a CIIR Seminar, compares the experiences of civil society
organisations in four peace processes: in Colombia, Guatemala, East Timor and
South Africa. It argues that in order to reach a just and lasting peace, civil
organisations must adapt to changing circumstances associated with the various
phases of peace processes. It calls on the international community to support the
integration of grassroots efforts with national, élite-led processes.
Available in English and Spanish
£2.00
1998 ISBN 1 85287 210 1
16pp A4

CAUGHT IN THE CROSSFIRE
Developing countries, the UNDCP and the war on drugs
By Tom Blickman
CIIR Briefing
Published to inform debate at the UN General Assembly Special Session on
drugs in 1998, this paper assesses the viability of the UN Drugs Control
Programme plan to eradicate drugs-linked crops by 2008, and asks what impact it
will have on poor farmers who grow drugs-linked crops to survive.
£2.00
1998 ISBN 1 85287 212 8
12pp A4

ONE STEP FORWARD, ONE STEP BACK
Women in Vietnam’s market economy
By Adrienne Mong
CIIR Briefing
Reviews recent gender research in Vietnam and asks whether the economic
changes sweeping the country are undermining previous gains for women in
access to food, health care, family planning, training and education.
£2.00
1998 ISBN 1 85287 183 0
56pp A4

ASEM AND THE CRISIS
People’s realities, people’s responses
Compiled by Kathleen Armstrong and Rebecca Dodd
Conference Report
The Asia-Europe Meeting (ASEM) was established by East and South East Asian
and European governments to build closer political, economic and cultural links
between the two regions. But economic ties have taken priority, and many issues
of concern to ordinary people have been ignored.
ASEM governments have concentrated on extending the global free market and
facilitating trade and investment.
This report, based on a major non-governmental conference held in London in
1998, examines the underlying causes of the 1997 financial meltdown and argues
that the current international response – deeper liberalisation – is unsuitable. It
calls for social and environmental concerns to be prioritised.
£2.00
1998 ISBN 1 85287 215 2
28pp A4

HAITI
Responses and alternatives to structural adjustment
By Camille Chalmers and Jonathan Pitts
CIIR Report
Haiti’s neo-liberal economic programme threatens to deepen social inequalities
and deal a fatal blow to the mass democratic movement. This report outlines an
alternative model of development, based on Haiti’s traditionally vibrant micro
enterprises and investment in peasant agriculture.
£2.00
1997 ISBN 1 85287 188 1
10pp A4

MAKING SOLIDARITY EFFECTIVE
Northern voluntary organisations, policy advocacy and the promotion of peace in Angola and
East Timor
By Stephen Baranyi, Steve Kibble, Arnold Kohen and Kathryn O’Neil
CIIR Discussion Paper
From the anti-apartheid movement to Central American human rights campaigns,
Northern non-governmental agencies, churches and solidarity groups have often
been credited with a key role in the search for peaceful resolution of conflicts,
particularly in the developing world.
This publication assesses the impact of these organisations as well as
considering how their work could be improved. It analyses peace-promotion
efforts by Northern-based voluntary organisations in East Timor and Angola and
draws out strategic lessons for future advocacy and lobbying work.
£1.50
1997 ISBN 1 85287 175 X
54pp A4

BUILDING PARTNERSHIP FOR PEACE AND DEVELOPMENT
A report of a workshop held in Borama, Somaliland
9 – 12 December 1996
CIIR Report
This report profiles a workshop run to equip local non-governmental organisations
(NGOs) with skills in conflict analysis and strategy-building for peace and
development. It worked towards collaborative efforts between local NGOs as a
means of fostering rehabilitation and development in Somaliland as well as
towards build a viable local NGO movement.
The report traces the learning process of the workshop leaders, and describes
how their skills were shared with workshop participants.
£2.00
1997 ISBN 1 85287 196 2
58pp A4

THE NEW INEQUALITY
Women workers’ lives in Thailand and the Philippines
By Jessica Sainsbury
CIIR Briefing
The Philippines and Thailand sought to emulate the success of the East Asian
‘tiger’ economies by pursuing a model of export-oriented industrialisation.
This briefing examines the social impact for women factory workers in these
countries’ garment and electronics industries. It looks at gender relations within
the household and the perpetuation of gender stereotypes in education, the
media and politics. The report makes recommendations for financial and technical
support to promote greater equity.
£2.00
1997 ISBN 1 85287 181 4
60pp A4

THE TEA FACTOR
Smallholder tea production in a Zimbabwean communal area
By Brian McDonald
Profiles the work of an income-generating tea project among peasant farmers in
Rusitu, in the highlands of Zimbabwe, detailing the economic and community
benefits that resulted.
£2.00
1997 ISBN 1 85287 190 3
14pp A4

LABOUR EXCHANGE
Patterns of migration in Asia
By Bridget Anderson
CIIR Briefing
Examines what makes women move within Asia to find work, how they are
exploited, and how immigration legislation, debt and recruitment methods affect
their living and working conditions. The briefing assesses governments’
responses.
£2.00
1997 ISBN 1 85287 182 2
38pp A4

PAYING FOR GROWTH
Women at work in South East Asia
By Hugh Williamson
CIIR Briefing
This briefing shows that, despite their crucial contribution to rapid economic
growth in South East Asia, women continue to suffer low pay, lack of job security
and discrimination.
£2.00
1996 ISBN 1 85287 148 2
32pp A4

SOCIAL CLAUSES
Women working worldwide
By Linda Shaw
There is no single social clause, but a number of models which many trade union
organisations, some non-governmental organisations (NGOs) and some
governments are campaigning for.
This paper provides a background briefing on social clauses and shows why they
are important in both the North and the South. It also highlights the absence of
gender issues from the debates.
£2.00
1996 ISBN 1 85287 163 6
43pp A4

BUILDING PARTNERSHIPS FOR PARTICIPATORY DEVELOPMENT
A report of a workshop held in Hargeisa, Somaliland
10 – 14 December 1995
Describes a pioneering workshop in Hargeisa, where representatives from local
and international non-governmental organisations (NGOs), community
organisations and Somaliland’s government discussed the country’s
rehabilitation.
It provides an invaluable resource for development workers and NGOs interested
in participatory development.
£2.00
1996 ISBN 1 85287 153 9
48pp A4

PEACE IN THE MAKING
Civil groups in Guatemala
By Tania Palencia Prado
Translated by David Holiday and Matthew Creelman
CIIR Briefing
The participation of non-combatants, former insurgents, the military and political
élites in negotiating Guatemala’s peace accords was crucial. This paper traces
the roots of the conflict and the course of negotiations, focusing on the role of
different social and political groups. It also assesses prospects for implementing
the peace accords.
Available in English and Spanish
£2.00
1996 ISBN 1 85287 170 9
24pp A4

EXPLORING REGULATION OF TRANSNATIONALS
A regional approach
CIIR Briefing
The global political economy has undergone radical change in the past 30 years.
State sovereignty has been eroded in favour of a concentration of economic and
political power in international institutions and, increasingly, in the hands of
business corporations. Today, the world’s 15 largest transnational corporations
(TNCs) have a gross income greater than the gross domestic product (GDP) of
more than 120 countries, and some 70 per cent of world trade is controlled by the
500 largest corporations.
CIIR has published this paper as part of a wider programme to generate public
debate about the activities of TNCs and explore avenues for regulation.
£2.00
1996 ISBN 1 85287 164 4
19pp A4

DRUGS-LINKED CROPS AND RURAL DEVELOPMENT IN COLOMBIA
An alternative action plan
By Ricardo Vargas and Jackeline Barragan
Translated by James Lupton
CIIR Briefing
Alternative development programmes, attempting to address the causes of
poverty which fuel drugs-linked crop production, have had disappointing results.
Focusing on rural areas where drugs-linked crops are grown, this briefing
presents proposals for future development programmes.
£2.00
1996 ISBN 1 85287 152 0
24pp A4

THE EUROPEAN UNION AND ASEAN
A background paper
By Mara Stankovitch
CIIR Briefing
This background paper looks at flows of trade, aid and investment between the
European Union (EU) and the Association of South East Asian Nations (ASEAN)
in the 1990s, and presents a brief overview of the policies and mechanisms
governing EU-ASEAN relations.
£1.50
1996 ISBN 1 85287 147 4
61pp A4

SOUTH KOREA: MODEL AND WARNING
Economies of rapid growth
CIIR Report
On 7 March 1995, CIIR, together with the Korea NGO Forum for Social
Development (KNFSD) and the Institute for Popular Democracy (IPD), held a
seminar on the social impact of South Korea’s rapid industrialisation and
economic development.
As Korea is accepted into the élite club of advanced nations, the Organisations
for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD), speakers from Korea and
the Philippines came together in this seminar to ask whether joining the North
necessarily means leaving the South or whether there is a third way. This report
on the meeting is prefaced with a lively discussion by Ed de la Torre urging other
countries in the South to view South Korea as both a model and a warning.
£2.00
1995 ISBN 1 85287 135 0
18pp A4

COMMERCIALISING COCA
Possibilities and proposals
By Hugo Cabieses Cubas
Translated by James Lupton
CIIR Briefing
Demonised and classified internationally as a dangerous substance, the coca leaf
actually has many potential commercial uses that would give farmers a viable
alternative to cocaine production. This briefing argues that traditional consumption
and cultivation of the coca leaf is not harmful and could become an important
legal industry for the Andean regions.
£1.00
1996 ISBN 1 85287 155 5
40pp A4

SUSTAINABLE OR BANKRUPT?
The Common Agricultural Policy
CIIR Report
In May 1992, the EC Council of Ministers agreed the most comprehensive
package of reforms to Europe’s Common Agricultural Policy (CAP) since its 1957
inception.
Yet the 1992 reform package did little to stem the agricultural overproduction that
had been a key target for reform. Rather it has served to damage the image of the
farming community. Major public concerns about the CAP remain unaddressed:
the lack of adequate safeguards for environmental protection; the destructive
impact of EC export dumping on developing-country farmers; and the lack of
public debate and democratic decision-making on agricultural policy.
£2.50
1995
23pp A4

THE PASTORAL CHALLENGE OF THE DRUGS TRADE
The voice of the Latin American Bishops
Translated by James Painter
CIIR Briefing
This report presents the seminar summary and conclusions of the Latin American
Bishops’ conference meeting on the drugs trade, October 1993, as a contribution
to the growing international debate on drugs and drugs control.
The escalation of the drugs trade and the ‘war on drugs’ in Latin America since
the seminar took place in late 1993 underscores the validity of the meeting’s
conclusions. Now more than ever it is important for the churches and others
elsewhere to consider and act upon its recommendations.
£1.50
1995 ISBN 1 85827 143 1
8pp A4

THE DRUGS TRADE AND THE ENVIRONMENT
By Iban de Rementería
Translated by James Lupton
CIIR Briefing
The drugs trade harms the environment. In official discourse, ‘protecting the
environment’ is increasingly being added to the list of reasons for combating the
trade in illegal narcotics. Yet the relationship between the trade and the
environment is more complex than might at first appear. In some situations,
drugs-linked cultivation may even be retarding environmental degradation; in
others, the measures adopted to control drugs may actually be adding to
environmental problems. Where expansion in drugs-linked cultivation is leading to
deforestation, blaming the drugs trade without understanding the crisis in peasant
agriculture, leads to shallow ‘solutions’. It may also risk diverting attention from the greater environmental
damage done by legal activities – from peasant and commercial agriculture, to logging and ranching.
This paper attempts to examine the impact of the drugs trade on the environment, to set it in the context
of the environmental impact of legal agriculture and other activities, to identify the international processes
that have caused a crisis in peasant agriculture in the South, increasing the damage being done to the
environment.
£1.50
1995 ISBN 1 85287 133 4
12pp A4

